
Spanish/ English Differences - Basic Grammar  

We will now start with the most basic. An explanation of some major things that are different between 

English and Spanish and some general Spanish grammar rules. Along with this, a basic vocabulary such 

as question words, numbers, colors, and other useful words and phrases to give you a foundation to 

help support you is included.  

Differences between English and Spanish  

1. Masculine and Feminine Words: In Spanish there are words that are feminine and masculine. It has 

nothing to do with the actual word. For example the word dress (" el vestido") is masculine and the 

word beard (" la barba") is feminine.  

2. Word Order: The word order is often changed. For example, the adjective goes after the noun. 

Instead of the red car, it is the car red (" carro rojo"). 

 3. Adjective and Noun Agreement: The adjectives must agree with the gender (feminine or masculine) 

and the number (singular or plural). For example, the red cars (" los carros rojos") or the black cat (" la 

gata negra")  

4. Verb Changes: Spanish has more verb changes the verb run changes 5 times in the present tense. I 

run (corro) you run (corres) he or she runs (corre) we run (corremos) they or you all run (corren). For 

this reason, Spanish also uses personal pronouns much less as I will mention in number 5.  

5. Lack of Pronoun (I, he, she, we, it, they, etc.) Use: Because of the verb changes mentioned in number 

4, you do not have to use pronouns as often. Instead of saying tú corres, (you run) you can just say 

corres because we already know that is you who we are talking about from the verb. 

6. Formal You: There is a formal way to say you (" Usted" usually written Ud.) that is used to show 

respect to your elders or those in a higher position than you or simply for those whom you don’t know 

well. I used this form throughout most of the book because you can safely use it with anyone.  

7. Word Endings: Diminutives are very commonly added to words especially the diminutive ‘ito’ which is 

used to say something in a cuter way or to talk about something that is a small. For example, "the cute 

little dog" (el perrito) but it is used much more frequently than in English and can be added to adjectives 

and nouns.  

8. Lack of Capitalization: Many words that are capitalized in English are not in Spanish. For example, days 

of the week, months, languages and nationalities. Ex: Tuesday = el martes February = febrero Spanish = 

español Canadian = canadiense Basic Grammar There are four ways to say the in Spanish listed below 
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